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Index-1  Cede & Co. And The Ever Rising Stock Market.      Source   12/26/21

Note:  This article shows the Con awaiting anyone who thinks they hold stocks or bonds as 
investments.

First let’s discuss the history of Recording Deeds, Mortgages and Promissory Notes.

The English battle of Hastings in 1066 ended with rights being given to common people by the 
king. One such right was in order to repossess land due to non-payment on a mortgage, the 
original mortgage and note must be presented in court. This is still our law. 

Until around 1880, people hid their deeds, mortgages and notes at home. A fire could make 
them lose their land as well. Then county governments realized they could make money 
recording and certifying those documents for the courts; their word was good. But recording 
was, and is not, required. The penalty for not recording an instrument is if another instrument is 
recorded before yours, regardless of the date they were signed, the first recorded instrument is 
in line legally ahead of you. You get the shut out. 

So if you fail to record your deed, the original seller can sell the property again and that buyer 
can record his deed, making him recognized by law as the rightful land owner. Thus everybody 
started recording instruments. This benefited the counties because now they knew who to bill 
for land taxes annually. So this is why people record instruments at the county court houses. The
recording satisfies the Battle of Hastings requirement to produce the original documents. A 
certified copy from the county suffices. 

Now let’s discuss   MERS, the Mortgage Electronic Registry Service  . They were incorporated in 
1996 due to the new practice of big Wall Street banks boxing up thousands of mortgages and 
selling them as Mortgage Backed Securities. The bankers knew they would be sold over and 
over again to investors. The bankers did not want to record each of the thousands of individual 
mortgages in the boxes in each land owners county and pay the fees. So they had a corporation 
record them in a spreadsheet noting the location of the original documents in various offices 
around the U.S. So when the box was resold they just updated their spreadsheet by assigning the
docs to the new bond holder company. Such a simple world now.

Here's the shortfall of that system though. Before MERS, investors were always given the 
original docs to hold in their hands. Now they have been trained to accept photo-copied docs 
which are not legal original documents. Once the bankers got rolling they ran extra copies of the
illegal docs and sold them too. So there may be five people that hold five different mortgages on
your home without you knowing about it. All five can try to collect from you. Now the banks 
were openly cheating the world. 

Around 2011 MERS went bankrupt. All the records in mini warehouses were hauled off to 
landfills after non-payment of rent. Judges and lawyers were reluctant to uphold the original 
documents requirement because it would destroy the bankers and the pension funds that own 
those boxes. If one really pushed an attorney they would play fair. I have a very close relative in
that situation. I explained to her the above and advised her to push an attorney for the original 
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documents when she could not pay her mortgage. She has been in her home and has been 
making partial payments for the past seven years. She cannot be foreclosed on so the investors 
hope she will sell the home someday and pay off the mortgage. That’s all they can do is hope. 
All the above is what killed the global economic system in ‘08 - ‘09 and why today everywhere 
you look in the financial world you can expect to see rampant fraud, intentionally created. 

Now let’s talk about   Cede & Company  .   This corporation was founded in the same year (1996) 
as MERS was for a similar reason. Instead of registering and re-registering stocks and bonds as 
was the practice in order to deliver those “receipts of ownership” to the owners, the stock 
market simplified the system. All stocks are registered to Cede & Co. who holds them in their 
name. They then keep a giant spreadsheet on who the individual owner of the day is. Now come
the investment funds we purchase stocks from. They take our money and post in their 
spreadsheet you have 10 shares of stock. The stock held by Cede is assigned to your brokerage 
house. But what happens if either your broker or Cede go out of business? You are simply a 
creditor of that broker and have no contractual relationship with Cede & Company, therefore 
you can’t get your stock from Cede. All records will be lost. The bankers have just screwed you 
and the pension funds again. 

This is why the federal government is committing fraud to print worthless digital money to prop
up the stock market – its to keep the fools in the dark about the giant Ponzi schemes the bankers
and government created. This is why several big financial advisers have been predicting for a 
few years that the stock market will continually go up in price until one day no one will care. 
They won’t care because no one will have the stocks in hand or know who owns what or how 
many people bought the same share of stock. It too, like MERS, is a Gordian knot that can 
never be unraveled. In the end, all of us victims will be holding Confederate dollars to show our
Grand-Kids.

Index-2   Silver Valuation Chart

These are the reasons for silver prices to skyrocket.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cede_and_Company


Index-3   Future Silver Valuations For Stackers.
This is my projection on Silver for you stackers out there. But first let’s get a few things straight. 

I am assuming the White Hats win and the CABAL looses control over the price manipulation. 

I also assume the banks will collapse by year end and there will be no one to make payments to on your
bank loans. The legal system will be down so there is no one to sue you for a year or so. In the 
meantime, in regards to your home mortgage, when the banks do try to repossess you have the right to 
make the back payments and that stops the suit. By the time that happens stackers are rolling in money. 

When you whip out your calculator be aware that there will be no interest to add to your investment 
monthly as it will earn no interest. Also there is no inflation or Cost of Living Adjustments to reduce 
the balance by because that will not be in our future with the CABAL gone. There will only be price 
increases due to demand. 

Now these are my best guesses as to Cost per Ounce and Timelines. The bottom line begins with the 
valuation today. Today’s valuation is taken from the delivery price at JM Bullion for a purchase of 100 
ounces, by credit card, divided by 100. If you buy local you can get it cheaper but I don’t have time to 
call the local merchant every day so I use this method. That tells me the street value. 

The last line begins with today. It does not matter to me how much you paid for it. 

                                                    Value Per Ounce

Qtr 2, 2024        $3,000
Qtr 1, 2024          3,000 

Qtr 4, 2023          3,000
 Qtr 3, 2023         2,714
 Qtr 2, 2023         2,500 
 Qtr 1, 2023         2,250 

Qtr 4, 2022          2,000 
Qtr 3, 2022          1,300 
Qtr 2, 2022             600 
Qtr 1, 2022              34

All silver experts say that once price controls disappear mathematical the price will jump to $600 per 
ounce to take the forever history ration back to it’s roots due to the quantity on the planet. So the $600 
is kinda guaranteed right off. From there it’s just educated guesses. 

Now for the hard part. The above prices are stated in today’s dollars. But as the dollar collapses those 
prices will also go up due to hyperinflation. So just view the above prices in today’s world only and at 
today’s dollar and inflation staying the same. I hope all of this is clear. Just look at this happening at 
various hours in today’s world in today only. This gives you a feel of your spending ability in the future
because these prices will go up from inflation as will the cost of goods. So in your mind just stay in 
today walking into Sears with an ounce of silver and buying . . . 

Also be aware that a savvy stacker may try to never sell or trade away an ounce as the price continues 
to sky rocket. He might borrow funds from a bank with several ounces held by the banker as collateral. 

https://www.jmbullion.com/silver/silver-coins/?utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Gold%2FSilver%20Prices&msclkid=bde043f679f61b280e231c33628efbbd&utm_term=current%20silver%20price&utm_content=Silver%20Latest%2FCurrent%20Price


Now keep in mind most banks will collapse early (but not Credit Unions). So as the price skyrockets 
withdraw some ounces from the loan collateral as the banker no longer needs it. This protects you as 
the prices soar and the probability of the bank becoming bankrupt and you not being able to get your 
silver back. You reduce your risk to a bare minimum.

Index-4     New Clif High: Doubt Woo – 
                  Economic Predictions thru May, 2022. 
                      39 Minute Video

Index-5     Fuckee Youee

In this morning’s post of Florida’s Governor Ron DeSantis in December calling for a review of all state
funds invested in Chinese companies, including the State Pension fund. This is true financial 
responsibility during this time of chaos and undeclared economic war. This is also an acknowledgment 
of this war by the state of Florida. 

For those of you who saw the movie, The Big Short, detailing the 2007 – 2009 financial collapse and 
bank bailout due to fraud in the housing market, you need to know this. The Sub-Prime mortgage 
market on Wall Street was fraudulently held at a credit rating of “AAA”, the highest bond rating 
possible. Even as the market crashed they were still rated as “AAA”. 

The question now is whatever happened to those mortgage bonds described as “Dog shit wrapped in cat
shit”? Well, as your luck would have it, by law pension funds must invest in “AAA” rated investments 
only. Those cat shit wrapped bonds are in your 401k and other pension fund plans, including your state 
pensions. 

Then know that during that time China bought bankrupt US corporations, moved under their shells, and
continued to use their existing registration on Wall Street. They refilled those companies with their own
investments (Evergrande type?) and pulled in the US financing for their projects in China. 

In case you have been busy, China is the country that last month said to the world “The hell with 
international law, we will not allow Evergrande (our companies) to pay foreign bond holders that have 
a legal right to the company’s assets. [The Chinese word for this is "Fuckee Youee".] 

So again, this is not a political move on Florida’s part. It’s getting the horses out of the burning barn on 
the double!

Index-6   “When Do You Think It’s Going To Happen?”
I just got a call with that as the question. I had to whittle the question down from 5 ways it could be 
answered to just the financial meaning to the question. 

My answer was look at the most probable time lines over the next few weeks and then one may be able 
to see for themselves. 

February 13th. The US truckers may block entry to the Super Bowl. If they do it will focus the entire 
world on a global war with the elites, with battle lines drawn up in both Canada and the US. I believe 
the Superbowl will be the target because it will be like a commando raid, in and out in one day before 
authorities can react. It will be a tremendous gain for just one day of risk. 

https://youtu.be/vgqG3ITMv1Q


That brings us to February 14th. The Fed Reserve board has called for an emergency meeting to do 
something with interest rates. No matter what they do it will cause havoc on our financial condition in 
the US. Also on the 14th truck lock downs begin across Europe. So next week will certainly cause 
destruction to the MSN Media as the world sees a global war against the elite that wish to kill us. They 
will be dead on the vine. 

On February 21st, President’s day, Trump will bring up his new Truth Social platform to compete with 
Facebook, Tweet, you tube, etc. Well, you know trump, he doesn’t dick around. He will not be sending 
you a hot dog and beer in the mail for signing up. No sir, he will make explosive announcements and 
save the postage. Those announcements will do more damage to the Elite and the Banksters. This will 
put tremendous pressure on the MSN Media. 

Then on March 1st the US truckers will make their way to the DC area. 

So if you quickly scan this timeline you will see the central governments surrounded in their castles 
without supplies. The Central governments are now under siege. 

By the end of February we will probably see the dollar in even more trouble, the stock market perhaps 
in trouble and precious metals breaking free. As much as I hate to mention Cryptos, the attack on 
GoFundMe and possibly GiftSendGo, the sheeple have every reason to run to metals or cryptos so the 
state can’t take your money because you don’t conform. 

All of this will begin the death blow to the Banksters. Credit ends. There is more shortage of food and 
supplies because of the sieges. People will be in shock. 
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